Programming an Ascott CCT chamber for VDA 621-415
The VDA 621-415 test comprises of 24.0 hours exposure to salt spray according to DIN 50
021-SS. This is followed by 96.0 hours exposure to a condensing water climate according to
DIN 50 017-KFW. This is followed by 48.0 hours exposure to an ambient climate of +18 to
+28C according to DIN 50 014
There are many ways you could program VDA 621-415. One method is as follows:
1. Identify 3 blank sub-programs and 1 blank main program (existing unused programs can
be blanked by using the ‘delete’ command).
2. Create a new Sub Program titled DIN 50 021-SS (for example as sub program number
S1) comprising of 24.0 hours exposure to salt spray according to DIN 50 021-SS as
follows;
Step 1 = ‘salt spray’ function, at 35.0C, for 1 minute (special rapid step)
Step 2 = ‘salt spray’ function, at 35.0C, for 23 hours & 59 minutes
Steps 3 to 5 = function off and zero time
Repeats = 0 (ie; once only)
3. Create another new Sub Program titled DIN 50 017-KFW (for example as sub program
number S2) comprising of 24.0 hours exposure to a condensing water climate according
to DIN 50 017-KFW, and set this to repeat 3 times, making 96.0 hours in total, as follows;
Step 1 = ‘wetting’ function, at 40.0C, for 1 minute (special rapid step)
Step 2 = ‘wetting’ function, at 40.0C, for 7 hours & 59 minutes
Step 3 = ‘controlled humidity’ function, at 23C/50%RH*, for 1 minute (special rapid step)
Step 4 = ‘controlled humidity’ function, at 23C/50%RH*, for 15 hours & 59 minutes
Step 5 = function off and zero time
Repeats = 3 (ie; 4 in total)
4. Create another new Sub Program titled DIN 50 014 (for example as sub program
number S3) comprising of 48.0 hours exposure to an ambient climate of +18 to +28C
according to DIN 50 014 as follows;
Step 1 = ‘controlled humidity’ function, at 23C/50%RH*, for 1 minute (special rapid step)
Step 2 = ‘controlled humidity’ function, at 23C/50%RH*, for 47 hours & 59 minutes
Steps 3 to 5 = function off and zero time
Repeats = 0 (ie; once only)
5. Create a new Main Program titled VDA 621-415 comprising of all the above sub
programmes, and set this to repeat as required, as follows;
Step 1 = S1 (sub program 1 above)
Step 2 = S2 (sub program 2 above)
Step 3 = S3 (sub program 3 above)
Steps 4 to 15 = function off and zero time.
Repeats = set as required (each repeat will represent 7 days)
*Note; The set values for temperature and humidity will only be achieved inside the chamber
if the temperature and humidity of the ambient incoming air supply to the chamber is
controlled to, or preferably, below these levels. This is because a basic Ascott CCT chamber
can not refrigerate or dehumidify the incoming air supply.
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